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Burned

Lot’s Wife.

Words By Jade Clements

Lot’s Wife acknowledges the traditional custodians of the land, the people of the Kulin Nations. We pay our
respects to their Elders past, present and emerging. Sovereignty has never been ceded.

W

hile there may have been no stranger

For some, this semester has been one of both
relief and uneasiness that the campus is busy
again. While restrictions are (at the time of
writing) low enough in Melbourne to allow large
in-person gatherings, many events are still held
only online.

year than what we experienced in 2020
- calling into Zoom classes from our
locked-down homes, only able to participate in
events and catch up with friends online, trying
to study while living through a global crisis –
Semester 1, 2021 has been strange in its own way.

This semester is something of a chimera: not
quite one thing, and not quite the other. Not quite
online, and not quite on-campus.

Some things haven’t changed from 2020: many
students are still calling in to Zoom classes from
Melbourne or overseas, many are unable to travel
back to Australia even with Victoria now accepting
return travellers, and in-person lectures are a thing
of the past. We are still the poorer for cuts Monash
has made to units, areas of study like musicology
and religious studies, and most importantly staff.
On a broader level, we’re still living through a
time of crisis: the ongoing pandemic, inequality
in vaccine distribution, sexual assault claims in
Parliament, anti-Asian hate crimes, and US state
legislatures passing anti-trans bills.

Lot’s Wife is also in an in-between state. Last year,
all but one edition was solely online. This year,
some editions of the magazine will be published
only online with the remaining having both print
and online versions. This edition exists solely in a
digital space, reflecting the wider societal shift
online.
We hope Lot’s Wife can be a chimera in other
ways too: a mixture of varied and diverse student
voices, not a homogenous publication that only
shares one type of student experience.

And yet, uni life at Monash has crept back into
its old habits. Most obviously, classes and events
are now being held on-campus again. Clubs and
societies are running their meetings and events,
the autonomous lounges (Queer, Women’s, and
Disabilities & Carers) in Campus Centre are open
again, students who were only able to access
online library materials in 2020 can now borrow
physical books from Matheson, Hargrave, the Law
Library and SURLY. And, of course, students can
sit in the same physical space as their tutors and
classmates during classes.

In this edition, you’ll find students expressing
what matters to them through writing and
art, whether that’s mental health, love, travel,
experiences of sexual assault, world events,
or university life. While we may be in a strange
form, some things don’t change: Lot’s Wife is
still a platform for student voices of all kinds.
Please help us keep it that way by sharing your
voice with us. Tell us about your niche interests,
your personal experiences, your thoughts about
politics and social issues. We encourage you all
to submit, to pitch us your ideas, and to contact
us if you have any questions.

Both these realities exist at once. We are back on
campus and we are overseas. We are in-person
and we are online.

Be part of this strange, evolving project with us.
- Lot’s Wife Team

EDITORIAL TEAM

I would no longer fear the power

At every window in my home,

That open arms can hold,

To greet the morning sun,

But embrace the uncertainty

Before I put on the kettle and went about,

In the comfort of warmth,

To feel the warmth once more

Waiting patiently behind the glass.
So ready I was, so simple I became,

As I have forgotten the feeling

That I lifted those blinds,

Of a blanket wrapped around me

But the sun was not so ready

That I did not have to wrap around myself,

To grant to me her warmth,

Of a kiss on the forehead,

Her blanket or her kiss.

or a fleeting thought,
That I did not have to squeeze out.

Her fire only scorched,
My skin, she bled dry,

I forgot the sensation

My home, she set alight.

Of a simple hand in my own,

She only took

And the sound of footsteps,

From the one place I asked her not to.

Not quite ahead, nor too far behind,
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Words by Tehseen Huq

Content Warning: Anxiety
As an international student living in Australia
all alone, I’ve realised quite a few things about
myself that I never knew before. The one quality
that surprised me the most was my strength.

sanity, like grasping a rope thrown from the
shore with trembling, blistered hands.
It was time to take the power back and reclaim
my hold on my mental state. I made it a point
to consistently interrupt that voice with my own
positive affirmations such as “I am strong, I am
beautiful, I’m worthy of being loved, seen and
heard”. I couldn’t entirely eliminate the voice
in my mind, but I still had the power to strike it
down when it reared its ugly head, reducing it
to nothing but a distant static buzz in the back
of my mind.

Believing in myself and having faith in myself
takes incredible strength. When I’m staring at
myself in the mirror, inundated with anxiety
and scattered thoughts, I have to build up the
strength to soothe my senses. I need to reach
out to that hidden strength from deep within,
to extricate myself from those evil voices in my
head telling me that I’m worthless.
And for some days, that’s enough to make me
beam with ecstasy. It’s enough that I can manage my emotions, can tell myself with conviction that “I am okay and I can do this” – even
though I don’t always believe it.

I realised a lot of self-love was about perspective. Our existing reality is shaped by our
perspectives, so we can create our own reality
by making a positive change to our mindset.
Self-love is not about taking scented bubble
baths with a glass of wine, solo road trips, or
spending hundreds of dollars at your favourite
brand’s store. Those activities can bring you
transient moments of gratification, and I do believe that self-love has a different meaning for
everyone. But it really comes from within.

All my life, I was never really taught about selflove. Growing up, my worth was equated with
my academic performance, and any encounter
with romantic relationships was a scandal soon
to be discussed at the dinner tables of other
judgemental families – any attempt to focus on
myself was probably seen as a narcissistic luxury. It was a society where my success would
always be contingent on my qualifications, my
job, and my social status, even if that success
was at the expense of my mental health.

When you’re truly happy on the inside, it’s
almost as if your heart glows, and unbridled joy
is evident on your face. It’s beautiful.
Our past does not have to define us. We can
move forward and heal, we can learn how to
smile and soar through this chaotic world with
purpose and courage. The journey to self-love
starts with accepting every atom within us,
including the ones we try so hard to conceal.
The more we hide, the more we accelerate the
stigma surrounding mental health. Being vulnerable and accepting each other’s flaws with
open arms is something that makes us human.

Once I moved out and started living by myself,
I was hit with an epiphany: I didn’t love myself,
not really. I was so hard on myself. That little
voice in my head was constantly telling me that
I was weak, pathetic, ugly. It was a monster
with beguiling eyes, encouraging self-destructive behaviour. It persuaded me to hate myself,
to detest all the qualities that I was complimented on, and to look at myself in the mirror with
disdain.

It’s okay to feel emotions so passionately that
you feel like you’ll burst. But when you dust
yourself off and pick yourself back up, you’ll
still have that glint of survival in your eyes and
that heartbeat, you realise you are a warrior.
You are capable of so much more than you give
yourself credit for.

It was like being submerged underwater and
not knowing how to swim, while insanity crept
up on me like an incoming tide. As I drowned
in my own thoughts, I tried to grasp a shred of
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I believe that when we use love and compassion
as a guiding principle in the way we treat ourselves, we can create systems of change that
let us create a safe space for our mind, body
and soul.
Remember when you were a very young child,
innocent and naïve? Asking innocuous questions, full of curiosity and an ardent desire to
succeed in everything?
Now imagine where that child went amidst the
ocean of responsibilities and predicaments of
adulthood. What were you really like before
complexity and anxiety took over your mind?
The real you is loving, kind, and so full of potential. The real you values happiness and
pleasure above everything else. We can never
go back to being that person – but some days,
when we feel like nothing makes sense and
those feelings of dread and anxiety are continuously washing over us, we can still visualise
that version of ourselves. We can merge with
it, maybe for just that one day. By connecting
with our inner child, we remind ourselves to
exhibit the same love and tenderness towards
ourselves that we so freely extend to others.
Now every day, when I wake up to the glorious
sunshine casting a warm glow through my balcony window, I hear my heart thumping in my
chest and realise I am enough. I am here. Loving
myself is an ongoing process and I am still a
work in progress.
But we are all works of art, ready to paint the
world in an explosion of colours.

Art by Ruby Comte
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Words by Maya

Content Warning: Ableism

At 12 they told me you’re twig
Put a circle around my wrist
Told me to “eat more”
You’re not a kid in Africa no more
At 14 they told me to stand up tall
Put me in a brace, said it will fix my back
And tried to make me walk straight
For no one wants a woman with a hunched back
At 16 I went to the gym for the first time
Driven by societal pressure
Of that hourglass figure
That exists for “men’s pleasures”
As I tried to become “thicker”
At 18 I came again
This time it became a place to escape to
A change of landscape
To disappear from vexations
Of future expectations
At 20 I came once more
Ignored the words once said before
It became a place that I treasure
Where I worked out for my own pleasure
8
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Pathways and Problems
Words by Andrea Dumancic
It started and ended with a Bachelor of Arts, but what happened
in between wasn’t an ordinary route.

Year One

During Year 12, I was set on enrolling into the Bachelor
of Arts because there was a wide breadth of subjects
available. At the time, I didn’t have a career path set
in stone, which caused me many dilemmas later on.

Year Two

From the get-go, I changed my minor from human
rights to behavioural science within the first few
weeks of the semester. I thought that I would enjoy
human rights, but although I liked the concept of
the unit, studying it was a very different experience.
Coming from high school where weekly readings
were not the norm, I found it difficult adjusting
to university readings at the start of my tertiary
studies. The majority of Arts subjects contain many
readings, and in human rights, they are long and
complex. It was a subject that I couldn’t settle
into, and that’s fine, because I know that I would
have struggled with it for the whole semester.

I made the decision to enrol in a double degree,
Bachelor of Arts and Education (Honours), whilst
changing my major to journalism instead of
psychology. Teaching was always an interest of mine
and I felt that I would enjoy a career in education.
This was a huge decision for me, as it added an extra
year to my studies and would require me to start a
first-year unit in my second year (which meant a lot
to me). I would also need to travel cross-campus from
Clayton to Caulfield, all on a whim, as I had never
studied journalism before, not even as an elective.
The year started off extremely busily since I had
decided to overload, meaning that I had five subjects
across two year levels and two campuses (ask your
faculty about prerequisites for overloading and
underloading if you are interested in learning more).
It was definitely hectic, to say the least. I was doing all
the work and attending all the classes, yet I was still
unsure if I had made the right decision. I was finding
it hard to keep up the pace, and I knew that I would
burn out if I had to overload for my whole degree.

Afterwards, I confirmed psychology as my major and
behavioural science as my minor. This seemed like
a good combination, as the two could complement
one another. I survived my first semester, where
I wrote essays and had tests and exams. It was an
accomplishment, and I was glad that it was over. In
the second semester, I wanted to try criminology, as
I was thinking about transferring to the Bachelor of
Laws (Honours). At this point, I had an inkling that
psychology was not the pathway I wanted to pursue,
as I couldn’t see myself working as a psychologist.
Research was not a field that I wanted to go into, so my
options with the major felt extremely limited if I wasn’t
going to become a psychologist either. I enjoyed my
criminology unit, as I have always had a passion for
social justice and the law. Nonetheless, it was a unit
that felt too grim for me at times, and I knew from this
unit that studying law would entail a similar feeling,
as you cannot avoid seeing misfortune in the law.
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My Advice for You
Trial and Error
At Monash, we are fortunate enough to have the
chance to pick our electives and change our minors
and majors. Make use of this, and try a unit you
have always wanted to learn about. Yes, you might
not like it, and yes, that will mean that you’ll be a
little behind in your new unit, but at least you will be
able to witness whether you like a subject or not firsthand and not have any regrets about it later. Don’t
be afraid to change degrees, but consider the effect
it will have on your course progression and duration.

Year Three

The rollercoaster wasn’t over yet when I entered
my third year. I needed to graduate that year,
and I had nine units left, meaning that I could
underload for three semesters or overload for one.
I chose the latter, and it definitely took its toll. It
was overwhelming overloading for a second time
and having to travel cross-campus (this was before
COVID-19, when the only option for tutorials was oncampus, and attendance was marked every week).
This was the year where I had to use recorders and
cameras for journalism units, meaning I had to drag
equipment from bus to bus just to return it all again.
Although I managed to get through it, I would not
recommend this load unless it is your only option.

Choosing the Right Course
This is something that I have had to do myself
because when picking a course or a career path, one
can get ideas that are too big to be realistic. Analyse
careers that you think you would enjoy, and then
look more specifically at the courses related to those
careers. Ask yourself if you would like the content and
enjoy what is being taught. Do you like placements?
If you want to study nutrition, are you aware that
there will be chemistry classes? Do you know that
some units require weekly oral presentations? Is this
something that you feel comfortable with, and if not,
is the course—and the job it leads to—right for you?

Completing my Arts degree felt like a success. I could
finally breathe a sigh of relief and hang my degree
on the wall to remind me of the many ups and downs
I went through to achieve it. But just as my whole
course was complicated, so too was the graduation
process. Graduations in May were postponed due to
COVID-19, so I waited a year to get my diploma in
the hope of an on-campus graduation. That wasn’t
possible last year, but I did still manage to celebrate
by booking an on-campus photography session.

Future Career
If you are struggling to pick a course, think about what
job you would like to do. We all have passions, and for
some, it is difficult to pick one to build into a career.
Hence, think about what you would be satisfied
doing full-time because at the end of your course, it
is you who will need to look for a job in that field.

I am now in my second year of the Master of
Teaching and writing this piece at the conclusion
of my second placement round. This goes to
show that the indecisiveness and problems you
face in your bachelor degree won’t last forever.

I hope that my story can help
you see that you are not the
only student who is feeling torn
between courses and careers.

At the semester’s conclusion, I contacted the Arts
faculty, but as course transfers are completed at
the start of the year, I would need to wait until the
next year to move back to the single degree. This
is where my course progression map got a little
confusing. I was given permission to unenrol from
my Education subjects and only enrol in my Arts
subjects. The next semester was a lot easier for
me, and I finally had a sense of where I was going.
I decided to complete my journalism major and
begin a literature minor, as I wanted to enrol in the
Master of Teaching, specialising in English. From
my double degree experience, I had decided that
I still wanted to pursue the teaching pathway, but
I wanted to solely complete my Arts degree first.

The end of the year was approaching, and by then, I
knew that something had to be altered in my second
year. I was unsure and indecisive, as I had wanted
to keep my options open, which the Bachelor of
Arts allowed me to do. However, I knew that I had to
change something now, or I would risk wasting my
second year on a course that I wasn’t passionate
about.

Take your time to figure out exactly
what you want from your course
and your future; only then will you
feel confident in your decision.

Art by Ruby Comte
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Love

Words by M.D.
Content warning: sexual assault
‘Have you ever had sex without a condom before?’
Splayed out over each other, naked, in a mess of infinite sheets.
‘No.’
‘I want you to know what it feels like.’
I paused.
Romanticising the beneficence of his comment.
He wants ME to know what it feels like.
This is for me.
An act of love.
Devotion. Commitment.
Yet.
It didn’t FEEL like it was for me.
Cloaking me in whatever sweetness would serve his
intention.
Me.
Completely naked.
Staring at the ceiling, wondering.
Whether he’d notice that I’d slipped away.
An abandoned ship.
Water slowly leaking through the floor.
Silent screams.
Until I had no silence left.
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Where

Art by Arushi Thakral

Words by Parth Sharma

Content warning: child marriage, implication of sexually predatory behaviour
Dusty Delhi is a city drenched
with everything: gangajal
and urine, blood
and spit, notime
and littlespace, sewage
and milk. Walking
through its streets is like pushing
through dirt-syrup,
gulab jamun sluggishness.
Dusty Delhi is:
a state,
a people,
a time,
a place,
where looks are exchanged like paise,
where marigolds scent the naaliyaan,
where the gareeb beat back oblivion,
around silent onlookers,
where the beggars and urchins
are the rajeh of the streets,
where the culture is drowned,
diluted among millions,
where tradition is a trishool
in the hands of family,
where dhool clogs your lungs,
your marriage and children,
where morals are gone –
they have emigrated,
they went long ago
and were replaced
with car horns and smog,
with 12-year-old brides,
and their teddy-bears.
Out in the crowded markets,
around ripe aam and stray dogs,
80-year-old dadas grin devilishly,
as they score
12-rupee fruit.

Art by John Paul Macatol

gangajal: water from the river Ganges
gulab jamun: a sweet, brown dessert made of a deepfried ball of batter, drenched in rose-and-sugar syrup
paise: money
naaliyaan: plural of ‘naali’, translates to ‘gutters’
gareeb: general term referring to the poor, homeless,
indigent, etc.
rajeh: plural of ‘rajah’, translates to ‘emperors’
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trishool: trident, typically refers to the trident wielded in
depictions of Shiva
dhool: general term referring to dust, dirt, particulates,
etc.
aam: is also its own plural (like ‘sheep’ in English),
translates to ‘mangoes’
dadas: plural of ‘dada’, translates to ‘grandfathers’, or
more generally refers to elderly men
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The Syrian Civil War
A Decade Of Rubble
Words by Caitlin Graham

3,652 days. 400,000 deaths. 5.6 million people
have fled Syria. Six million internally displaced.

Although the United States were heavily involved
in Syria, particularly in the earlier stages of the
war, US involvement has dwindled as the war on
terrorism has progressed.

The Syrian Civil War has reached a new milestone.
15 March signifies a decade since the war’s
inception in 2011. Regrettably, you may have
noticed news and media coverage of the war
has fallen off the radar. Due to the lack of heavy
Western intervention, the war has raged on
unbeknownst or ignored by most of the world. On
5 March this year, missile strikes killed one person
in Northern Syria. Recently, teachers have been
forcibly conscripted into the fight, leaving half
a million students without educators. Fighting
echoes on in Idlib. The war, for its longevity, is likely
to continue into the future. The United Nations
Secretary-General even stated that “there is no
military solution for the Syrian Crisis”. However,
there may be a humanitarian one.

In 2018 President Trump removed a portion of the
remaining troops from Syria claiming that ISIS had
been defeated. However, ISIS has not completely
vanished and has regained strength due to the
absence of US intervention. Furthermore, the
Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Council (SDC)
continues searching for civilians kidnapped by
ISIS without the help of the US. Biden’s stance on
the war in Syria is yet to be revealed.
Turkey’s stake in the conflict has a lot to do with
the Kurdish region and ethnic group. The Kurds
are one of the largest ethnic groups in the world
“without a state of their own”. Unfortunately, the
Kurdish region stretches across many alreadyestablished borders including Turkey which causes
conflict between the Kurdish Military and Turkey.

Politics and Military
The war and its many participants is complex and
multidimensional. The war began as an offshoot
of pro-democracy protests sweeping through the
Middle East and North Africa, known as the Arab
Spring in 2011. However, the war has surpassed
a domestic conflict, instead becoming the stage
for a proxy war between regional and hegemonic
powers.

Other Arab nations such as Iran, Gulf states
and Lebanese militia group Hezbollah all have
varying inputs in the war such as providing arms,
communication and funding to various militant
groups who agree with their ideologies, religious
and strategic values.

Russia has continuously provided support to the
Assad regime; officially through vetoing action to
provide Syrians with aid and unofficially through
reports Russian officials have been involved in
major war crimes against civilians including air
strikes and the use of chemical weaponry. For
perspective, Human Rights Watch reported 18
unlawful acts committed by the Syrian-Russian
military alliance in Idlib alone between January
and March 2020. That is a significant number in
only three months considering the war has been
active for another 117 months.

Impact on Syrians
The civil war has had almost unimaginable
consequences for Syrians. The Syrian economy
is in ruins with Human Rights Watch reporting
that due to ongoing conflict, the Syrian economy
has entered a freefall, leaving many starving and
without basic needs such as medicine. The Assad
regime has prevented the delivery of aid to help 11
million people; targeting those living in rebel held
areas.
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In the beginning of the war, the rebels’ victory
looked promising. However, with the Russian
backed Assad regime and the extraction of US
powers and support for rebel groups, Assad’s
control has regained momentum. This has forced
many asylum seekers to move domestically and
flee internationally.

Secondly, if the Al-Assad regime continues, will the
human rights atrocities (torture, disapearences,
air raids on civillians) and restrictions on freedom
of speech and expression continue? Will refugees
return home to rebuild their communities sacrificed
in the fight for freedom? Will other nations hold
Assad accountable? What will be Biden’s foreign
policy in Syria?

Many international refugees have sought refuge in
neighbouring countries such as Turkey, Lebanon,
Jordan, Iraq and Egypt. Turkey has hosted a
significant portion of Syrian refugees without
sufficient international assistance, which resulted
in Turkey opening the gateways for refugees
to travel to Europe, igniting the 2015 European
migrant crisis. On a positive note, only 5% of
Syrians who have fled the country live in refugee
camps. Yet, this does not equate to refugees living
in stable situations.

Thirdly, who will help rebuild Syria? As we look
towards the future it is paramount to consider
who will pay to rebuild Syria and what ideological
impacts and national interests they will bring
to the country. Although Russia is strategically
betting on Assad’s victory, it is unlikely they will be
able to assist in the restoration of Syria because
of their own weak economy. Will the US assist an
ideological enemy in paying for his dictator-led
Syria? Assad has stated he only wants investors
who supported his regime; yet only a handful of
other Arab countries fit the description and many
are wary about increasing Iranian power indirectly
through supporting Assad in rebuilding Syria.

The future for Syrian refugees is largely unknown.
Job opportunities are scarce, education is limited
and largely informal and most Syrian refugees are
living in poverty.
Hope for the Future

The reality for many Syrians is not about what will
come tomorrow, but instead what will become of
today. Although some Western perspectives view
refugees as trying to settle in new countries for a
better life, many Syrians just want to return home.
A Syrian refugee Ma’moun Mersal stated that he is
“unable to think about [his] kids’ futures because
[he is] afraid about what is happening today.” But
Syrians are strong and courageous and they are
resilient.

Armed conflict continues; concentrated in
the north-western region of Syria and in Idlib.
Opposition militias and groups have largely been
pushed out of the city and Al-Assad has clung
tightly to power. Victory has not been claimed
and the war has not ceased, but as of the 10-year
milestone, it is a probable victory for the Assad
regime.
Once the fighting is over, there are many questions
that pose problems for the future of Syria.

We have been aware of and we have also forgotten
the war in Syria over the past 10 years. Now that
this horrific milestone has been brought back to our
attention and our news feeds, the most important
question is what are we going to do about it?

Firstly, the use of chemical weapons on civilians
in Syria raises many questions about the future
for global chemical weapon proliferation. Syria
is indeed a member of the Chemical Weapons
Convention but it is not complying with its
responsibilities. It is suspected that Syria has more
chemical weapons stockpiled than it has declared
and has used weapons against civilians, raising
questions around how to enforce international
compliance. Furthermore, it is unbeknownst if
the international community will hold Assad
accountable for the war crimes he is accused of
committing.

This piece was originally published by Pivot. Read
more at: pivot.mias.org.au
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Honey
Words by Zoe Parsons
Content Warning: Forced Migration

leaf by leaf, they fall flatly onto glazed

we stuck boughs do not see

ivory shores eyes cast downward,

do not feel

the leaves sigh wearily traipsing

staying stuck in our ways

veins full, but not feeling feeling dazed

roots bound tightly to the earth gripping

emanating

at the soil at foundations that

yet plucked unwittingly

crumble when regarded with reason.

from the very entity they called home.

we forget that growth is but a trajectory

fate orchestrated by wind

the oldest oak fails to see that

small twigs stiff with exertion

all trees have leaves

snap

all leaves have veins

what land this is?

and the wind will continue in her
incessant path

veins that once ran full accosted

bringing leaves to our ivory shores it is we

by violence and terse accusation

who should ask

seeking journey on air currents dancing,

what land this is?

spiralling through space

Honey

worn leaves whose story
no one is told
Honey as sweet as thick as though
rays of sun caressing a child’s lips
its golden limbs consumed by sweet
temptation
tantalizing the wrought minds of sufferers
yet waves crash quick
burnt umber they crush
Art by Myles Blum
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Writer

Words by Lizzie Kelliher

WARNING: may cause serious insult to some Tasmanians.

Turns out, Launceston is the Melbourne to Hobart’s
Sydney, and my determined bias regarding the superiority of Melbourne (there is no way Canberra is
half-way between the two – just saying) instantly
made me like it more when I found this out. Whilst
this regional populous is obviously not the spot for
a huge night out, it’s worth a visit if you’re in the
area.

Prior to the outbreak of COVID-19, I used to scour
through the newspaper for the travel section and
comb through travel blogs for articles that could
potentially be of use to me someday (you know the
ones: The Ultimate Berlin Guide: What to Do, See,
and Eat!; 12 Crazy but Cool Things You Can See in
Iceland; The Only Packing List Template You’ll Ever
Need). After years of doing this, most travel columns seem to blend into one another. Same format,
different location.

Launceston is smack-bang in the middle of a valley
with the suburbs climbing into the mountains, and
the Tamar River winding through to add drama to
the scenery. The streets are lined with quaint little
Federation-era houses (I’m looking at you, history
and architecture students) that would be believable
as the set of Bridgerton (you know, if the Duke of
Hastings was middle class), though I unfortunately didn’t see any Regé-Jean Pages walking around.
Short – but steep (like near vertical) – walks up random side streets and cobbled staircases will leave
you staring down at the picturesque views (once
you’ve got your breath back), plus the mountainous
backdrop means that plenty of hiking opportunities
are just a short drive away.

However, since March 2020, this abundance of travel articles and their authors have almost ceased
to exist. No more jet-setting retirees, no more shoestring-budget uni kids and certainly no need for
Australians to complain about Bali Belly. These
days, I find myself wistfully reminiscing about the
simpler times, when middle-aged nomadic journalists could actually make me excited about the Top
10 Best Shrines to Visit in Tibet, the 15 Best Scallops
in Ho Chi Minh and Skiing in Lech Zürs am Arlberg –
The Darling Winter Slopes of Austria, no matter how
far removed they actually were from my financial
reality. Unfortunately, the Sport Section or, dare I
say it, the Finance Section are no match for such
adventurous recounts. To fill this empty void in our
lives, I’ve decided to have a crack at venturing into
this endangered genre, equipped with the wisdom
of the many overly-formatted articles that have
come before me.
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Stanley
This could well be the most random place I ever visit.
Positioned on the north-west corner of the island,
with a population of 500, this village is built on the
side of an extinct volcano - now named “The Nut” –
with views back along a rugged coastline. You can
climb this chunk of rock along the “zig-zag track”
and see the ships trudging across the Bass Strait
(no canals or sandstorms here folks).
In this town, you’ll find a caravan-park, a fish and
chip shop and a death-defying chairlift… and that’s
about it. But, should you be looking for a place that
feels right on the edge of the earth, then this is the
place to come (see how I tried to make an obscure
place sound appealing? That is genre gold right
there).

Hobart, Hobart, Hobart
Having just explored some of the remotest parts of
the island, I was keen to see the more well-trampled
attractions of Australia’s second oldest capital city
(in case you were looking for another genre trope).
The Salamanca Market is by far the best source of
entertainment so make sure to time your stay for a
Saturday here. The equivalent of Europe’s Christmas
markets, this 300-stall-strong weekly event is held
against the gorgeous sandstone facades of Salamanca Place and provides the ideal theatre for people watching (I know you’ve been practicing on the
LTB lawn). You can get everything from crystals and
birthstones to fruit and vegetables or you can just
have a wander and soak it in.

Fun fact: on the way to Stanley, you will pass a
town called ‘Hellyer’. I personally refuse to pronounce this in any other way than hellyeah and will
not hear a word against this decision. Despite the
appalling lack of Aboriginal place names (which I
could write a whole other essay on, with far more
outrage), other favourites include “Lower Crackpot”, “The Edge of the World” and “Nowhere Else”.

I also headed to the Museum of Old and Modern Art
(MONA) next (a signpost in a travel article? No way).
Sticking to the theme of fierce self promotion (I kid
you not, I actually saw a sign saying “Tasmania’s
national pie”), MONA is free for Tasmanians and not
so much for us mainlanders. Nonetheless, the promise of themes of sex and death in an art gallery run
by a professional gambler was reason enough for
me to part with $30 for the entry fee, and honestly it
was a wild ride. I hadn’t realised that the gallery had
been built as a subterranean underground cavern,
and it truly is a ground-breaking destination (pun
intended). The shock factor of it all will metaphorically sweep the earth out from under you at least,
with installations including a Poo Machine (fed twice
daily) and … that’s all I’ve got – I’m still processing
the others.

One random thing to watch out for though: oneway streets. Google maps is a must in this city as
many main roads only go one direction, meaning
that driving around in circles is almost inevitable.
After about the fourth no-right-turn sign you will be
thanking the god Hoddle for his magnificent grid.
I wouldn’t be surprised if the bike trails also follow
this absurdly illogical tradition, but I didn’t stick
around long enough to investigate. Looking left and
right before realising that you only had to look left
will leave you stressed out about your own stupidity, which in my case lead to a foul temper for much
of the ill-advised navigation of this municipality.

“Overseas”
There is an undeniable thrill in doing something you
aren’t supposed to, and so it was truly a pleasure
to leave the mainland behind for Tasmania without
informing the Department of Home Affairs. Other
options were considered for this mid-sem break but
it’s hard to deny yourself the chance to procure the
cringeworthy reason of “I wanted to go overseas”
whenever someone asks where you’re heading
(yes, you can screw up your face in disgust now).

Cradle Mountain

While we are on the topic of foreign lands, I have always thought of Tassie as a mini-New Zealand. My
hypothesis was somewhat correct. There are obvious differences, such as the accents and the lack of
Jacinda Ardern (hello sleazy political staffers). But
all in all, the charming cities, the rugged wilderness
and the endless outdoor pursuits confirmed my suspicions (did you notice the wholesome descriptive
language there? Classic travel writer.)

My, oh, my. This piece of rock is really something.
This World Heritage Site and National Park could
have you walking for days, with the multi-peaked
mass accompanied by the equally impressive
Mt Roland (the Uluru of Tasmania). Though I had
great weather here, all the guidebooks warn of
snap changes in weather conditions, so don’t go
gallivanting up hills without proper instructions or
under false impressions of your mountaineering
abilities (there’s no need to be pompous, you’re
not in a law school mooting competition). From the
summit of Cradle Mountain, you can gaze down
upon the Dove and Crater lakes that lie at the
bottom, or you can view the 360 degree views of
(you guessed it), more endless mountains. Highly
instagramable, if you are so inclined.

Launceston
I was worried I was going to have to deem this city
“Yawn-ceston” but luckily it didn’t come to that.
I had pictured a country town and, because the airport looks like a shearing shed in a paddock, I was
slightly concerned on the journey there.

(Here’s the industry-standard travellers’ reflection.
Are you ready?) It might not be the destination of
your university-holiday dreams but this island state
is the perfect place for a COVID-proof, budget-friendly, outdoor adventure. As overlooked as it may seem,
I get the feeling that a week of exploration here is
just the tip of the iceberg, or, in true Tasmanian style,
just the edge of the cliff. If you think about it long
enough, you may just convince yourself that you’re
somewhere a little further away.

Art by Myles Blum
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City Sites
Words by Eliot Walton
Content Warning: Clowns

The sparrows scatter
at the bell of the hour
like confetti
thrown at a wedding

her face is comical
her eyes are sad
she sets fire to a sword
works her mouth open

the stray cat winds between
the fire escape bars
pauses
crouches
stares

these two, they pass
like ships in the night
close enough to see
– to hail
but the winds are bitter
the sea is rough
and the pedestrian runs
while the clown makes her living
swallowing fire

the pedestrian holds down
the sides of their skirt
as the wind cycles by
snatching at stray paper
as children chase butterflies
the cat watches the clown
her face-paint running
while she stands on a box
while the street parts
around her

Art by Joshua Nai
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The Farmers
Endure - The
Protests That
Fail to be
Quashed by
India
Words by Gursewak Singh
Earlier this month, farmer rallies on the outskirts
of New Delhi surpassed 100 continuous days of
protesting. Instigated by farmers from across
India, the protesters seek to repeal three pieces
of legislation passed by the Indian Government,
which they view as encroaching on the stability and security of the more than 100 million
farmers in India. The farmers’ protests provide
an opportunity to not just explore the incredibly
important agriculture sector in India but also
the anti-democratic tendencies of the Indian
Government and how the farmers’ protest has
stuck around to become an anomaly in a series
of protests against the Government.
Last year, the Government, led by Prime Minister Narendra Modi, put forward three pieces of
legislation with the view that the Indian agriculture sector had to be reformed and modernised
to be more productive—a view that, despite the
protests, was shared by the farmers. The issue
arose when the Indian Government rammed
the legislation through the Parliament with only
a voice vote and denying opposition MPs the
opportunity to vote in a division, unilaterally
moving towards reform without consultation
with farmers or their unions and, as some argue, breaking from parliamentary processes regarding the voting of laws. These actions were
perceived by many to be acting against the
interests of the millions of farmers and instead
promoting the interests of large corporations
and agribusinesses who look to gain the most
with the passing of these reforms.
Farming and agriculture are the backbones of
India and its economy. There are nearly 100
million farmers, primarily small-scale family
farmers, and more than 200 million Indians in
total who work directly in the agriculture sector.
Nearly half the working-age population in India
work in agriculture or industries supported by
agriculture. Beyond the economic story, agriculture enriches the many cultures of India and
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forms a key component of their identity. So it’s
no understatement that agriculture is the lifeblood of the country.
While the reforms were heralded by the Government as modernising, in reality, they paved
the path towards greater privatisation of the
sector and deregulation, which threatens the
securities and guarantees farmers had received for decades.
The current policy framework supporting
farmers finds its origins in the Green Revolution of the 1960s when the industrialisation of
the agriculture sector grew productivity and
prosperity, in particular in the states of Punjab, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh. The loss of
wheat and rice-producing regions to Pakistan
during independence meant India had to make
tremendous efforts to achieve self-sufficiency
and food security. Facing another famine, an
effort was made to plant high-yield producing wheat and incorporate new techniques
in irrigation, and insecticides and pesticides.
Backing this was a measure called the minimum support price (MSP), introduced by the
Gandhi Government as a form of subsiding the
growing of wheat and rice and guaranteeing
a minimum price for these products. However,
the Green Revolution in India hasn’t been all
glitz and glamour. Reliance on Green Revolution tools and techniques has meant reliance
on agriculture as the engine for the economy.
The chemicals and irrigation tools that once
provide greater productivity have now degraded the soil, and the groundwater accessible to
farmers has diminished.
At the centre of the controversial laws is the dismantling of the current monopoly of the APMC
mandi—marketplaces regulated and operated
by the Government which purchase certain
grains and staples produced by farmers at the
MSP. The Government contests that these measures reduce the red tape and bureaucratic
burden for farmers selling into the private markets and directly to buyers—the farmers argue
that the reforms will only empower corporations and agribusinesses to enter the sector,
undersell small-scale farmers, and dominate
the market and threaten the livelihoods of tens
of millions of Indian farmers.
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and brute force used on the protesters by security forces, and indiscriminate violations of civil
rights and liberties of the protesting men and
women.

changes to who could seek asylum undocumented in India from neighbouring countries,
introducing qualifications around the religion
of asylum seekers and preventing undocumented Muslim asylum seekers from seeking
refuge in India. This sparked a wave of protests in India from the Muslim community and
allies who saw the conflict between India’s
secular constitution and a religious agenda
being pursued by the Government. Protesters
were labelled by the Government and its supporters as ‘anti-nationalists’, ‘traitors’, and
were beaten up by Government supporters
while the police turned a blind eye. Before
this, in August 2019, Kashmir’s special status
was revoked, prompting protests where protesters were labelled ‘anti-nationalists’ and
‘jihadis’. They were met with armed police firing tear gas and pellets into the crowd, and
residents of Jammu & Kashmir were locked
down and their access to cellular and internet
services was cut off.

On their way to Delhi, farmers coming from Punjab and Haryana were met with heavily-armed
police barricades on highways and water cannons shooting at them. All in an attempt to prevent a peaceful protest from marching onto the
national seat of government. Prevented from entering the city, they set up their base outside the
city. Over the last three months, the Government
has intermittently cut access to the internet and
to cellular service, blocking access to social media and hindering the farmers from organising
through technology.
On Republic Day, the independence day of India
on January 26, the farmers got on their tractors
and drove into the capital city—thousands of
tractors rolled into the streets of Delhi, carrying
out their own version of the traditional Republic
Day parades. A fringe group in the rally marched
onto the Red Fort, the historic seat of emperors
ruling over India, flying the flags representing the
farmers’ protest. By the end of the day, police were
violently beating back the marchers unprovoked—
even when they were following the commands from
police—and damaging tractors and other vehicles
brought into the city. Since then, over 150 protesters have been arrested in relation to the Red Fort
incident. Previous history of police brutality in India would suggest arrested protesters would be
treated inhumanely and tortured excessively.
Men and women weren’t discriminated against,
and neither were the young and old—all have
been facing the batons of the Indian police.

At every major demonstration against the
Modi Government, politicians and supporters sought to delegitimise the protest and
build a narrative of ‘us-vs-them’ in India—a
strategy not dissimilar to the one being deployed against the farmers. These authoritarian tendencies have led Freedom House
to downgrade India’s ranking from ‘free’ to
‘partly-free’.
Now more than 100 days in, the farmers continue their protest to sustain their livelihoods.
They stand out from recent protests in that
they remain steadfast and resolute in the face
of opposition and relentless attacks—uncertain that their demands will be met and prepared to do what needs to be done.

This approach to silencing dissent and democratic protests against the government—using
police to carry out violent acts with brute force
and using the media and political voices to
mark protesters as anti-India—indicate a pattern in the Modi Government’s response to other anti-government demonstrations. In December 2019, the Indian government put forward

This piece was originally published by Pivot.
Read more at: pivot.mias.org.au

Over the months, more than 11 rounds of negotiations have taken place between farmer
unions and the Modi Government. All have produced no progress. The farmers are demanding
a full repeal, and the Government is offering
amendments that do not meet the needs of the
farmers. Early this year, the Supreme Court ordered a suspension of the three controversial
laws and that a committee be formed to review
them. Farmers were sceptical of this move as
well as the Supreme Court had gone ahead
without consulting farmers and stacking the
committee with individuals who had come forward in support of the laws.
The peaceful protests outside Delhi passed the
100-day milestone despite coordinated attempts
to label the protesters as anti-nationalists and
separatists by the members of the right-wing
ruling party and media, heavy-handed tactics

Art by Lucia Roohizadegan
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Should I Dust?
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Faith
Words by Tuyen Pham
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I’ve been looking for a feeling
I lost her somewhere way up there
in the abyss
among all the lost balloons I can still
see if I close my eyes and ask for
something;
exhalations
or good faith
(or you)
somehow
light demands entry into this space you aren’t light carves into my hollows
fills out the caves you left behind
finds homes between the blurry lines
you were so good at drawing; I tried once
but my heart got in the way of my fingers
along with all the other things I never saw
coming and I know I said you never changed me
but do you believe in second chances
there was a time I tied you to a balloon
and thought I let you go
but the longer gravity takes
the more it feels like there is something still
holding on
there is something still
tethering me
or I am still
anchoring you
and it feels like everything

Waiting as if I were in
that synthesis of bone and skin
that covers each unmoving thing.

and nothing
at once
(the rain holds her breath)
so if you love me come quickly
if you ever loved me come quickly
...

Do I leave it still to lie and grow,
or disrupt, and let it fly into

I’ve been looking for a feeling
and I don’t know where I am
but I don’t think it’s very far

the air erupting—

so keep the door open for me

to finally be part of something?

(I’ll call you when I get there)
Art by Myles Blum
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Cr a
c k

Words by Huang Yanchao

Content warning: childhood trauma, death of a loved one
A continuation of ‘Pop-hiss’ (link), published in Lot’s Wife Edition 1, 2021.

It was well past midnight.

Teng Ye’s aunt had passed on. She had had a
very serious stroke less than a month before,
which brought her into a coma which she did
not wake up from. Most of Teng Ye’s family
chose to believe that it was better for her to
go. All the tubes and needles sticking out of
her, accompanied by her less than peaceful
look, convinced them it was better for her not
to suffer anymore.
It is Chinese tradition for wakes to be held at
the home of the deceased. It is also tradition
for the family members to “guard the night”,
to stay up late to look after the wake. Different families have different reasons for doing
this. Some say it is to “protect the deceased”
by preventing thieves or rivals from messing
up the place. Others say the deceased spirit
might want to take one last look at their family members.
Most of the guests had gone. All except one.
Wei Wen had volunteered to accompany
Teng Ye in staying up late. He had been Teng
Ye’s best friend since high school, and Teng
Ye’s family knew him well. And when Teng
Ye requested that only the two of them stay
awake that night, his family was happy to
oblige, tired from organising the wake. Or
perhaps, they were drained from pretending
that they were coping well emotionally with
her declining health and subsequently her
passing.
When it was finally only the two of them left,
Teng Ye went to his aunt’s coffin to say his
private goodbyes. Though she would be cremated tomorrow, he knew that it was likely
the last time he would have a private moment
with her.
He spoke about how he would forgive her for
all the pressure that she placed on him growing up, and how he wished she had been a
more encouraging caregiver. Just as he discussed with Wei Wen at the beach over beer,
a couple of weeks ago.
Teng Ye walked back to the table where Wei
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“Yeah I… just…”
Wei Wen paused. Teng Ye knew it was an uncomfortable question to ask, but was glad
he did.
“Troubled?”
“Yeah…”
Teng Ye knew Wei Wen was trying to search
for the answer to his question. The tone of
his last reply hinted at a sense of guilt or
anger. Or both. An emotion that they were
both familiar with and understood but somehow next to impossible to explain. He knew it
wouldn’t be easy for Wei Wen to find the answer, just as it was really difficult for Teng Ye
to understand his own emotions. So he gave
him the space he needed and picked up a
melon seed. He popped it open between his
teeth and picked out the “flesh” within it.

Wen was seated and opened a packet of melon seeds. It was a common snack offered at
wakes, but no one could explain why. They
came in various flavours, sometimes roasted or salted. This was somehow infused with
green tea flavour. Teng Ye was sure his late
aunt would have liked it. She loved canned
green tea and many foods that came with
that flavour.

Wei Wen slumped back into his chair. He
sighed before he spoke. “You know I hate funerals, right?”

Today, Teng Ye appeared to be his normal
self: polite, soft-spoken and slightly emotionally distant. Understandably, he was looking
sad. Wei Wen, on the other hand, was unusually quiet. He looked stressed, and just
kept staring at Teng Ye’s melon seeds. He had
chosen to arrive after most of the guests had
left, because he never felt comfortable at funerals.

“I see… Thanks, really.”

“Wei Wen, you alright?” Teng Ye asked. Wei
Wen was taken by surprise.
“Shouldn’t I be asking you that question instead?” he responded.
Teng Ye forced a chuckle. Wei Wen then
cocked his head toward a moth resting near
the altar. “Did anyone try to chase it away?”
“Nope,” said Teng Ye. “No one tried. I doubt
anyone noticed. My parents were obviously
too busy with their business guests. As usual.”
They both kept their gaze on it for a while.
Chinese legend has it that the moth is the
vessel of the deceased spirit. To let them have
one last look at their family before they leave
for good. And no matter how hard anyone
tries to chase it off, it’ll just fly a foot or two
away, but never out of the funeral. And it is
always a moth.
“So, are you alright?” Teng Ye asked again,
not letting his best friend avoid the question.
“You seem different today.”
30

“Yes. That’s why I said you didn’t have to
come.”
“You needed me, TY. I had to be here.”
“You know…” Wei Wen began, “it just… reminded me too much of my grandmother’s
funeral. And I was really glad you came
then. Even though we weren’t that close yet.”
Teng Ye remembered the funeral. Being the
popular kids in high school, it was a surprise
that hardly anyone knew of her passing. Wei
Wen had wanted it that way, he didn’t want
a death to compromise his fun-loving cool
dude image. But he wanted Teng Ye to be
there. Perhaps because he felt they understood each other.
As they got closer over time, Wei Wen started
to open up to Teng Ye and vice versa. While
Teng Ye tended to speak about his parents,
Wei Wen usually spoke about his grandma
and her two-decade-long battle with Parkinson’s, and how his mother looked after her.
How the illness was debilitating for her physical health and mental health, and how his
family had to put up with her tantrums. How
he was often expected to be the “big brother” and “role model” for his younger sister
and be the perfect child like Teng Ye was.
They both hated the concept of being the
perfect child. Teng Ye accepted it and became one. Wei Wen resisted, inviting punishment, as he caused mischief at home and at
school. It seemed like it was the easiest way
he could get attention from his ever-busy
parents and overworked teachers. Besides,
the jokes and pranks he made helped him
become popular with his classmates and he

was bright enough to figure out which jokes
his family members liked and which wouldn’t
be tolerated. Even though he didn’t make his
parents proud at school, he at least gave
his family reasons to laugh. And it definitely
helped cheer up his grandmother a little.
A lone motorcycle drove past in the distance.
It wasn’t loud, but it pierced the silence of
midnight. To Teng Ye’s surprise, Wei Wen
reached for a melon seed. Teng Ye knew
it was Wei Wen’s grandmother’s favourite
snack and that he always had to crack seed
shells for her. He also knew that Wei Wen hated doing so, claiming that the seed cracker
was the worst invention that ever existed.
“You know,” Wei Wen said, “I’m angry at my
grandma for falling sick and throwing all her
tantrums…”
He positioned the seed perpendicularly between the top and bottom rows of his teeth,
his grinders to be precise. Using his thumb
and index to keep the seed upright, he applied pressure to the melon seed on the edges.
Crack.
The melon seed popped open on the narrower side. It wasn’t a particularly good crack
as parts of the shell and the seed’s “flesh”
were chipped. But Wei Wen didn’t care. He
took out the “flesh” and slowly chewed on it.
A tear started to form.
“Yet, I couldn’t blame her. She didn’t choose
to have it. And I felt guilty for being angry at
her… especially when I saw her suffering…”
Teng Ye just nodded, deciding that it was better that he did not speak. He knew Wei Wen
loved his grandmother but between them
was a love-hate relationship that he too knew
very well. Just like the one between his aunt
and himself.
“I’m a bad child, right?” Wei Wen asked,
his eyes wet and filled with emotions. He let
his head drop in shame and uncomfortably
picked up another melon seed. He cracked it
but as he did so, a teardrop flowed down his
check.
“No,” said Teng Ye, “you’re just angry at
yourself. You loved her too, didn’t you?”
Wei Wen nodded. It was as if the crack broke
the emotional seal to let his anguish out.
“How did you know I was angry?”
“I just felt it,” came the reply. Wei Wen looked
up and found that he was not the only one
crying.

Art by Yifan Wang
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Labels
Words by Zoe Gomez Cassardo
I looked around
with beady eyes
and found out
that everyone was awarded a word
A rewarding word,
it was,
like a visa
to wander freely
–and safely–
around the world
When no one was looking
I pocketed someone else’s word,
plop!
From that day onwards
I carry that word with me
and
–when in doubt–
I would take it out of my pocket
and display it up high
Several years have passed by
and I struggle to remember:
that word
–and its rewards–
were never mine

Art by Meila Wongso
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Universal
Submission Time
- MSA Education
(Academic Affairs)
The MSA Education (Academic Affairs) Department is currently working on a project to push for 11:59pm to be the universal submission time
at Monash University Clayton Campus.
It is not an uncommon student experience to have accidently handed
in assignments late due to inconsistent and erratic submission times.
We believe that a universal submission time would enable students to
focus on the assessments themselves, rather than when they are due.
With five home campuses outside Australia and more students submitting assessments from overseas than ever before, data from the International Student Engagement team shows that 14,775 out of 25,327
international students are studying offshore across all Monash campuses and a universal submission time at Monash would mean that
students in different time zones could be more confident about their
deadlines.

Other campuses like the Monash Malaysia campus would have their own universal
submission time of 11:59pm rather than use Monash Clayton time. This is because for
the Monash Malaysia campus, the time translation also involves Australian daylight
savings calculations, which does not happen in Malaysia.
Significantly, a universal submission time is inclusive. It means submission deadlines
are most accessible to students who are obligated to external work commitments or
have household responsibilities.
Above all, a universal submission time is a modest and real way of making the student
experience a little simpler so students have more time to focus on what really matters:
our education.
Please reach out to us at charlee.hawkes1@monash.edu or msa.education@monash.
edu if you’d like to add your thoughts – we really do benefit from hearing from you.

Art by Ruby Comte
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production with a plethora of creatives from MUST working to bring Freya’s
imaginary world to life. MUST is an open space for all creatives to come together, share their ideas and create art and all in all, your journey with MUST
doesn’t need to end here. To find out more about Asynchrony, or MUST in general, go to the MUST website or find our new portal MUST Online.

Asynchrony:

Words by Helena Manoussios

Monash Uni Student Theatre (MUST, MSA) is back for another
exciting season of newly-crafted performances for 2021.
After reflecting on the success stories of last year’s season, it is
clear that they all embraced the difficulties and new opportunities that arose from working solely online. MUST released their
new platform – MUST Online, where many past, current and future projects can be found. Monash creatives stayed active with
various collaborative works such as From Scratch monologues
and the Beginners and International Acting workshops.

Tickets for Asynchrony are coming soon!
*Not an official Minecraft product. Not approved by or associated with Mojang.
You can click the following links to visit the Asynchrony Facebook event, MUST
Online or MUST’s official website.

Similarly, the creative director of Asynchrony, Freya Solnordal
has made the decision to continue to push the borders of theatre all the way into the gaming world of Minecraft*. Freya is an
Arts/IT double degree student hoping to combine her passions
of digital technology (such as video games) with theatre. Apart
from being the visionary of Asynchrony, Freya is also a performer and lighting designer. Most recently, she was an actor in
MUST’s Orientation Week 2021 show, Indiana Jones and The Lost
City of Monash. In her new initiative, Freya has brought together
a talented team of creatives who have all taken on the challenge
of making art within the confinement of a virtual space.
The show is set 200 years in the future where Minecraft has long
been forgotten …
The digital archaeologists from Asynchrony Studios have discovered an old Minecraft server from the 21st century – lying
dormant for hundreds of years, just waiting for explorers to find
it and uncover its treasure. Due to server inactivity, they have
become greatly unstable and dangerous to explore. However,
Asynchrony Studios have constructed a safe, secured area within a server to allow interested explorers to come and experience
what it was like to play the lost game of Minecraft, a relic of the
past.
The experience opens on Monday 3 May at 6:30pm and will run
for two weeks with a total of 14 shows until Saturday 15 May.
Asynchrony Studios now invites all intrepid adventurers and Minecraft users from 13 years old to venture through the Asynchrony server with the guidance of knowledgeable tour guides. You
never know what you may discover.
Asynchrony was initially just an idea, but now it has become a
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Blue Was The
Theme

Had The One Class
In Frame: Yasmin Lay & Lewis McGann
In Frame: Eliza Phan
“This is the reason why I’m doing marketing science
instead of marketing, girl has no creativity”

In Frame: Clara Lee & Clare Kim

In Frame: Kathy Lee & Sereena Chhor

@clara_lee__ @clxrekim

@kathy.lee @sereenachhor

@5_el1za

In Frame:
MJ Atendido

Lot’s Wife Uni Fits

@m.jaselle

Art by Kathy Lee

Can’t Be Cold
When You’re
Wearing Heat
In Frame: Daniel Yan
@dan.yan0301

Dressed for
Comfort
In Frame: Phil Guo

My Girlfriend Picked It

In Frame: Jared Koh & Mandy Cao
@jdog.k_ @mandy.cao

In Frame: William Zhang
“It represents how my girlfriend wants me to
dress”
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@phil.guo

“I just like to dress nice
everyday. Don’t really need
an occasion”
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Pronunciation [al . eye]
Words by Nisha Subramanya
As I walk around the park,
I see a man play fetch with his dog,
A girl engrave a heart on a tree bark,
One giant cloud resembling nothing at all.
As a number of people walk by,
I see two parakeets fly,
I cannot help, but stop and wonder,
If we’re all blessed with an ally.
What would we have today,
If we only got what we were thankful for, yesterday?
Have you thanked your ally for being here,
Or are you waiting for another day?
A lone bench beneath a tree
Sits at the end of the trail,
Inscribed on it are the words,
“Love makes a way.”

Art by 10pa
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Words by Terry Anderson

I am a traveller from another world
and know stories plenty from distant lands.
Long ago when I was born in the past,
school taught me nothing about
my history
my heritage
my land
Curiosity killed me, so I asked
my resident dear old crazy wild grandma
and boy did she teach
about how a woman, her husband corrupted by greed;
she cunningly stole his immortality and escaped to the moon,
or the monkey king, once arrogant and disrespectful,
found life’s meaning in friendship and benevolence.
Stories are so powerful, even when the kings of old
burned books, could never erase the words of their crimes.
And now in this world, I am
that resident dear old crazy wild grandpa
who, from time to time when children find
dissatisfaction with the half truths adults recall,
they seek me out, in order to learn.
I in return, teach them stories from our world.

Art by Myles Blum
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Comedy Review: Daydream
(Melbourne International Comedy Festival 2021)
Words by Madeleine Burgess
Con Coutis and Charlie Hill are no strangers to the
world of comedic theatre. In 2019, they premiered
The Dark Side of the Room at the Melbourne Fringe
Festival. A brilliantly witty, fast-paced play about
a man unable to pay his electricity bill, among
other things. Having thoroughly enjoyed their work
in the past, I had high expectations when booking
my ticket to see their 2021 Melbourne International
Comedy Festival show, Daydream.

The Motley Bauhaus is an intimate venue but
Coutis and Hill didn’t let space limit the size of
their performances. Through clever use of lighting
(Georgie Wolfe), precision blocking and minimal
but effective set, Coutis and Hill filled the space
without suffocating the audience. The amount of
work and rehearsal time put into the show was
evident. Even latecomers interrupting the opening
scene couldn’t throw the performance, reminding
us that Coutis isn’t just funny when he’s scripted.

I was hoping to avoid a repeat of the Conaccidentally-spitting-on-me incident, given the
current germ climate. Nevertheless, I braved sitting
in the front row of Daydream alongside the show’s
producer Agata Dmochowska.

At one point Con and Charlie state that metacomedy ‘works better when we have a plot’ and
I’d have to agree. My only criticism of the show
was that I was quite confused throughout the
middle section. The time travel gags were lost
on me but the physical comedy they facilitated
was fantastic. The show bordered on losing the
audience but drew back just in time, making light
of our confusion which was evidentially a central
point of the performance.

From the get-go Daydream delivered the
trademark fast-paced dialogue, physical comedy
and witticisms that are almost too quick to keep up
with that I’ve come to know and love from Coutis
and Hill.
The play was part meta-comedy, part theatrical
experiment, with a bit of sketch comedy thrown
in there for good measure. If this is sounding
chaotic and lacking a central thread then you
are right, but also very wrong. Towards the middle
of the show I was worried that the audience was
being taken along a never-to-be-resolved tangent.
Thankfully, I was proven wrong. The pair’s ability
to weave together clever pop culture references
and linguistic complexities, while still bringing the
show back to the almost-forgotten beginning of
the play, shows just how skilful Coutis and Hill are
becoming, both as writers and performers.
It doesn’t get more meta than referencing your
own show, performed two years earlier, as though
it’s being written in the show you’re currently
performing. Even wilder, having the two main
characters from that show appear as the stage
managers of the show happening before your
eyes. Though not having seen The Dark Side of
the Room would’ve been no hindrance to enjoying
Daydream.

The self-effacing but earnest work embodied the
adage ‘take your work seriously but not yourself’.
Between the silliness the show reminds us that
creative partnerships are sacred, and that plastic
covered utensils are a blight on society. Coutis
and Hill have nailed their trademark as writers and
performers. They are a creative partnership that
I want to see continue long into the future and I
hope to watch them go from strength to strength.
Daydream deserved its entirely sold out run and I
expect we’ll see many more in years to come.
Daydream premiered at the Melbourne
International Comedy Festival on 24–31 March
2021.
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In Frame: Con Coutis & Charlie Hill
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A Night in the
Forest
Words by Oliver Cocks

“If you plan what you get, you’ll get what
you deserve,” opined the barn owl.
I sighed. “But what if my plans go as
planned? You wouldn’t undertake noble
deeds without clear sight of an end; nor
should you.”
Now it was the owl’s turn to sigh. “Dear, I’ve
said my bit; plans only ever control us. As
well to pack up the sun.”
And with a whoosh of feather and talon,
She was gone.
I looked around. Moon spooled through
eucalypt; everywhere, the fusillades
of silence, broken only by the hushed
threnodies of leaves in the breeze.

50 Myles Blum
Art by
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Is Ghosting a
Moral Dilemma?
Words by Lara

I think it is only fair to admit up front that I am a serial
ghoster. I have been on coffee dates, dinner dates,
casual hook ups, dates that involve going to Ikea and
seeing art galleries. I am not especially proud of my
actions, but I often don’t reply to the messages these
individuals leave me.

Is it just as bad to ghost your aunt as it is a potential
lover? Or that friend that you see twice a year at
parties? And seriously, how many of your Facebook
friends would you actually speak to if you ran into
them at the supermarket? Is there a more acceptable
list of people who you can and can’t ghost?

Is that because I am bad at replying? No.
Is it because I think these men are the scum of the
earth? No. Whilst they are often a little dull and spend
too much time talking about their cars, for the most
part they do seem like nice people. People who, if you
brought them home to meet you parents, wouldn’t
entirely lose their shit.
So then why do I ghost?
Am I a bad person for doing so?
Is it a problem that I find it so easy?
Is there something wrong with our generation?

Apparently, 95% of recruiters on LinkedIn say
that they’ve experienced ghosting with potential
candidates, meaning its behaviour has well and truly
escaped the dating sphere. Is ghosting so ubiquitous
now because technology and the rise of dating apps
have made it so easy to get a date? Is it because
somehow along the way we have fundamentally
forgotten how to have hard conversations with people?
Does this mean we, the ‘ghosters’, lack the maturity
and openness of our non-ghoster counterparts? Or
is the digital only environment in which we spend our
lives to blame?

I suppose in my mind, I justify my actions by saying
that I don’t owe these men anything. No explanations,
no reasons. They haven’t yet reached the level of the
relationship where it becomes a prerogative. These
have all been casual encounters where nobody has
mentioned their parents or where they see themselves
in five years. But does that actually matter?

Psychologists have long argued that ghosting puts the
emotional labour and confusion on the ghosted, rather
than on the individual who wants out. Meaning that
the hurt and pain of breakups aren’t shared evenly,
hindering one’s ability to move on. I think at the heart
of ghosting lies an avoidant strategy, a desire to
escape conflict at all costs.

I heard a horror story about a woman who lived with a
man for seven months and then moved out without so
much as a note when he left that day for work.
Is that awful? Yes I think so.

As women, we have been socialised to understand
that sometimes it is physically safer to smile and
laugh, rather than to appear confrontational. Is that
part of the reason that I find it easier to exchange
conversational niceties when I don’t mean it?
Exchanges like ‘I had fun’ (when I didn’t, in more than
60 minutes of conversation you asked me one question
about myself) or ‘lets do this again’ (when, whilst in

But why is this behaviour so much more awful than
what I do? Will I become this lady in 10 years time? I
hope not.
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I’m not saying people shouldn’t hear criticism about
their quirks, they should. There is just a time and
place for it. What are friends for if not to tell you that
bringing up Jake Paul at every opportunity is not cool.

bed you decided to tell me all about your uninspired
podcast ideas).
Or is it more to do with a need to uphold civility?
Because telling someone the ugly truth about how you
perceive them to be is quite frankly…. mean. Dating
someone is also incredibly subjective, who am I to
judge whether these character traits are flaws? Just
because I think your podcast ideas are awful doesn’t
mean everyone else does? (Though they are, because I
objectively have great taste.)

I don’t intend to ghost people, sometimes it just
happens. Is that any better? Are the people who
despise ghosting being too sensitive? Maybe this is
the way of the world now, people don’t get back to
you and things are left up in the air. But you move on.
Reality is often removed from the passionate emotional
fights and breakups seen in movies. Life will always be
filled with things left unsaid, so perhaps it’s best to just
move on and become comfortable with not knowing.

I think both reasons are too entangled to seperate.
There is the argument that I would be doing the
individual more good if I just spoke honestly. If I was
polite and civil, gently letting them go. But honesty
is overbearing and I don’t think it is always owed to
everyone. Plus, people don’t typically react well to
candid feedback, the times I have tried, it hasn’t gone
well. I’ve been forced to engage in communication with
men who are often defensive and hurt.

I do think however, that ghosting often says more about
the one doing the ghosting, rather than the individual
being ghosted. My own ghosting habits seem to be
propagated by an inability to separate confrontation
from talking respectfully about your feelings. In my
mind these two things are entwined together, which is
something that I need to work on.
Ultimately, I’m not sure where I stand on the whole
ghosting thing. But I do think it’s a lot more nuanced
than those ‘ghosting is always awful’ advocates like
to make out. Matters of the heart are tricky, which
can sometimes only be helped with distance and
time. I think it’s because of this that I’ll always secretly
harbour a soft spot for us ghosters…

Do we have a responsibility to be upfront with our
feelings? Does it make me a morally dubious person
if I extend pleasant niceties that I don’t mean in order
to avoid upsetting someone’s feelings? Not every
encounter needs to be a teachable moment. And if the
roles were reversed, would I actually prefer someone
to be upfront and tell me that they weren’t interested?
Who knows, maybe I would spiral into a destructive,
introspective state? Maybe I would lash out? Whatever
happened to ignorance is bliss? Is that no longer a
policy we adhere to when it comes to personality traits
and dating etiquette?
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Little Things
Words by Sonika Alwa
It’s funny how you carry small parts of others
in yourself
You feel the scent of their perfume
lingering on your clothes,
long after they have gone
You keep the gifts they gave you, as treasures
only to be opened when you feel overwhelmed
surrounded by strangers
You smile when you come across a picture
of the cafe where you met,
wishing things would have been as easy
as deciding what to drink on a Friday night
You laugh thinking about your inside jokes and
still feel embarrassed at all the crazy stupid things
you did for love
You keep their hoodie neatly folded
on the top shelf of your cupboard,
a size just large enough to hug you tight
on nights when you feel lonely
You like holding on to these little things
maybe because they serve as a reminder,
that you were once happy
and that you can be happy once again

Art by Joshua Nai
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Have You Ever Read
Gatsby?

Words by Georgia Smith

Words by Olivia Brewer

I can feel you under my skin,
Gently crawling around, sinking deeper,
Into every inch of my body.

Have you
ever read
Gatsby?

Your scent, ingrained in my cells,
And in each delicate layer of my thin hair –
You have made your way there.

No I
haven’t, I
meant to

Your hair, slowly falling onto my glistening face,
The tiny pores in your skin growing larger and larger,
Expanding all they can –
For now, that is enough.

Fingers
on the page
read me
A closed
book to all
others

And when you kiss me, while looking into my eyes,
Mouth open,
Your blue eyes unusually black,
And your gentle touch moving around my skin,
I realise all too quickly that
I love you.

Paint me
with your words
I pray
He writes
me in his
memory

And I hate it,
Because you’re not everything I want
And you’re not everything I need,
We are alike in too many dangerous ways.

I see
it from the
window

I can see myself slowly drifting away
Into the distance with you –
I’ll make sure I catch myself
Before my vision becomes a haze.

And when
I walk
inside

I don’t like what I can see in front of me,
Yet I’m letting it happen, predicting our eventuality.
But for now, I still want you –

His glance
shifts
to me

Ingrained in me, under my skin.
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